Our website is focused on providing up to date information in the IT and electronics space. Since its
foundation in 2013, it has focused on both local and European trends affecting Slovakia. We are
independent journalists who provide information about information technology and review products
including smartphones, tablets, computers, peripherals, audio, photo, video and software products.
Our editorial office is duly registered in the Slovak Syndicate of Journalists and is governed by the
standards and statutes of this organization. All products included in review articles are judged
impartially and fairly.
Tens of articles published weekly on https://digitalportal.sk are dedicated to news, current events
and long-term trends and provide space for expert tests and reviews. We also publish many reports,
tips and tricks with instructions for readers. The editorial team consists of journalists with many years
of experience. DigitalPortal.sk is one of the best known and most read IT portals on the Slovak
internet. The reading community consists mainly of readers of productive age: up to 64% of them
are between 25-44 years old. Overall, 93% of our readers identified as middle class. This makes
our site an ideal advertising target for brands looking to increase sales backed by real purchasing
power. Regarding the composition by sex, 70.5% are male and 29.5% are female readers. It should
also be noted that the long-term average monthly traffic is 380,000 UIP and 1,800,000 page views.

Our ambition is to provide an impartial view on the world of IT and consumer electronics products.
We also want to focus on other interesting topics in the future, such as electric bicycles (we have
already started first tests), drones, smart homes within the Internet of Things (IoT) and bring more
technical articles and reviews for readers, as well as test a wider product group.

Martin Klokner
Editor-in-Chief DigitalPortal.sk
mklokner@digitalportal.sk

Advertising offer
Please contact us at info@digitalportal.sk with details about your planned advertising campaigns.
We will be happy to negotiate a deal with you while customizing your offer according to your
preference. In general, we offer the following collaborations:

PR article
Publication of several articles at discounted prices, with a long-term cooperation possible agreement on price
and quantity. We offer a package - 10 press releases (TS), 20 TS, 30 TS and the like, for a period of 5 - 10
months.
There are three possible options for PR articles:
 Creation of PR articles (writing a report) + copyright (for the needs of further publication).
 Publication of PR articles on the web (already prepared report).
 Providing partners and distributing (publishing) articles on other websites.

Partnership with our portal
We offer a text advertisement under all published articles (more than 10 000) in the following form: “This
article was created in partnership with <company name>” (possible link to the company webpage). [Editor
note: in Slovak language „Aj tento článok sme pripravili vďaka podpore <firma>“ on the screenshot below].
The price of the text advertisement is individual. In case of a long-term cooperation, e.g. two-year
cooperation, it is possible to apply a discount of 7%. We may offer a 10% discount when booking our other
promotion forms.

Banner
Right next to the logo at the top of the page –
the best and most visible position (marked as
„Banner L01“ in the graphic). Banner is
displayed on all pages (and subpages) - the
price may be negotiated individually.
Discount of 7% is possible with the purchase
of annual banner, 8.5% discount in case of a
two years cooperation and a discount of 10%
of the total price when combining with other
promotions, with the ability to combine
banner campaigns with other types of ads
(e.g. text advertisement, PR articles, etc.)
There is also a possibility to use the position
„L01“ with 468×60 pixels banner size.
We also offer a banner (e.g. 300×300 pixels) just above the section „Reviews“ (position marked in the graphic
as „Banner S01“) in the upper right part of the site, which will be displayed on all pages (and subpages).
Proposed price is individual. There is a 7% discount on purchase of the annual banner, 8.5% discount for the
two-year cooperation and a 10% discount of the final price and the possibility to combine banner campaigns
with other types of ads (e.g. text advertisement, PR articles, etc.).

Supported formats for the right part of the site:





300x300 pixels
300×250 pixels
250×300 pixels
250×250 pixels

Other advertising options are: pop-up advertising,
advertising in other articles (e.g. by adding URL links
linking to your company websites), or lower banner
positions (in graphics referred to as „Banner S02“
and „Banner S03“ which are displayed on the right
side among the review comments). Everything is a
matter of agreement and individual preference.
Our editorial office has an extensive direct mailing database of emails. There is a possibility to use direct
mailing or purchase of database.

PLEASE GET IN TOUCH with your request and we will
create an individual advertisement plan for you.
Team DigitalPortal.sk
info@digitalportal.sk
© 2023, all rights reserved. Last updated on January 1, 2023. All prices are without VAT.

Portal traffic overview

Visits statistics from the measurement code directly from Google Analytics reaches a long-term
average of 12,000 to 14,000 unique visits per day

The Monitora, as media monitoring gives us daily 11750 unique visits per day (on average), i.e.
more than 364 thousand unique visits per month. This is in line with the 12,000 to 14,000 unique
visitors per day that Google directly measures for us in Google Analytics statistics.

Visitor statistics are also "certified" by Alexarank. These are not "estimates" like most alexa rank
sites - but "certified". We have 12400 unique daily visits and 40400 unique daily page views to our
site. Monthly we have 263,000 unique visits and 817,000 unique page views. These figures are in
agreement along with the above two measurement services that report similar numbers (12,000 to
14,000 UUs per day-Google, 12,000 UUs-Monitor). Meanwhile, we use two independent tools for
our traffic monitoring: Google Analytics and Alexa Rank (which ceased operations as of May
2022).

We also measure traffic based on WebsiteIQ.com, which has determined our site's traffic at a
long-term level to be 258 thousand per month. For December 2021 up to a level of over 275
thousand per month. The lows for the last reporting period did not fall below 238-thousand per
month (in the summer, in August 2021 - yet there is a quite logical decline in traffic at this time).
The graph also confirms the upward trend in web traffic. At the same time, the measurement tool
confirms the increase in visits, which was also recorded by the Alexa Rank measurement tool
together with Google Analytics.

Based on its estimates, SimilarWeb shows a stable position of site traffic above 230,000 unique
visits per month. This trend is also upward. It should be added that the long-term average traffic is
between 250,000 and 260,000 unique visits per month.

